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CLASSIFICATION OF MULTISPECTRAL IMAGE DATA BY
EXTRACTION AND

~lASSIFICATION

•

OF HOMOGENEOUS OBJECTS

I

R.l.Kettlg and D.A.landgrebe
Purdue UnIversIty, West lafayette, IndIana

I.

ABSTRACT

A method of classIfIcatIon of dIgItized
multIspectral
Image
data
Is
descrIbed.
It Is desIgned to exploit a
particular type
of dependence
between
adjacent
states
of
nature
that
Is
characteristIc of the data. The advantages
of thIs, as opposed to the conventIonal
"per polnt" approach,

are greater accuracy

and efficIency, and the results are In a
more desIrable form.
ExperImental results
from both aIrcraft and satellIte data are
Included.
II.

INTRODUCTION

An
Important subj ect
before
the
engineering and scIentific community at the
present time Is the processing of scenes
which represent tracts
of the earth's
surface as viewed from above. A typIcal
scene consists primarily of regular andlor
Irregular regIons arranged In
manner, each containing one

a patchwork
"cl ass " of
surface cover type.
These homogeneous
regIons are the "objects" In the scene. A

basIc processIng goal Is to
objects, Identify (classify)
produce
tabulated
results
IItype-map" of the scene.

locate the
them, and
andlor
a

As In other Image

that each pixel Is classIfIed Individually
on the basis of Its spectral measurements
alone. A basic premIse of this technique
Is that the objects of Interest are large
compared to the size of a pIxel. OtherwIse
a large proportion of pIxels would be
composites of two or more classes, making
statIstical pattern classIfication unreliable; I.e. the prespeclfled categories would
be Inadequate to describe the actual states
of nature. Since the sampling Interval Is
usually comparable to the pixel size (to
preserve

system

resolutIon),

symmetric

classIfication

states

form

a

However the

attractIVe when

which

Is

low-order

prospect Is
a

based on Its

spectral features

using
statistical
pattern
recognition
techniques, a task for which the digital
computer Is well adapted.
Computer
classificatIon of
multispectral scanner (MSS) data collected over
a region Is typically done by applying a
"simple symmetric" decision rule to each
resolution element (pixel).
This means

two-dimensional

Markov

chain.

a Markov

suItable

obstacle to
procedure.

more often

"no-memory"

considerably less

they form

more

average spectral

occur at

as

One method for dealing with dependent
states Is to apply
the principles of
compound decision theory
or sequential
compound decision theory.
Abend (1966)
points out that a sequential procedure can
be Implemented fairly effiCiently when the

estimation
of
the
probabilIties could be

properties that

follows

class I flcat Ion.

processIng applIcations, the locations and
spatial features (sIze, shape, orientation)
of objects are revealed by changes In
boundaries.
But
unlike
most
other
applications, the spatial features of an
object often have little or no relationship
to Its class.
Therefore classification Is

It

that each object Is represented by an array
of
pixels.
This suggests
a
Markov
dependence between consecutive states of
nature,
which
the
simple
symmetric
classifier falls to exploit. To reflect
this property, we shall refer to simple

scenes.

mesh,

model

for

Furthermore,

state
transition
another significant

Implementation

of

such

a

The compound decision formulatIon Is a
powerful approach for handling very general
types of dependence.
This suggests that
perhaps by ·tallorlng
an approach more
directly to the problem at hand, one can
obtaIn similar results with considerable
SimplIfication.
In terms of the Markov
model, a distInctive characteristic of the
spatIal dependence In MSS data Is that the
probabIlity of transition from state I to
state j Is much greater If j-I than If jJ'l,
because the sampling Interval Is generally

• Appreciation Is expressed to NASA for support of thIs work through Grant NGl 1S-00S-112
and Contract NAS 9-14016.
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smaller than

the sIze of an

object.

This

Suggests the USe of an Illmage partltlonlng"

transformatIon to delineate the arrays of
statistIcally
simIlar
pixels
before
classlfylnt them.
Since each homogeneous
array represents a

statistical IIsalTlple" (a

set
of
observations
from
a
common
population), a "sample classlfler" could
then be used to classify the objects. In
this way, the classification of each pixel
In the sample Is a result of the spectral
properties of Its neighbors as well as Its
own. Thus Its "context" In the scene Is
used to provide better classification. The
acronym ECHO (extraction and classification
of homoteneous objects) designates this
teneral approach.

A characteristic of both no-memory and
compound decision techniques Is that the
number of classificatIons Which must be
performed Is much larger than the actual
number of obj ects In the scene. When each
classification requires a large amount of
computation, even the no-memory classifier
can be relatively slow.
An ECHO technique
would substantIally reduce the number of
classifications, resulting In a potential
Increase In speed (decrease In cost).
The
recent
literature
conta Ins
numerous references to Image partitioning
algorithms. Robertson (Aug. 1973) divides
them Into two main categorIes. "Boundary
seeking"
algorithms
characteristically
attempt to exploit object contrast. Two of
these have been Implemented with MSS data
(Anuta, 1970), but they are Incompatible
with sample classifiers due mainly to their
failure to produce boundarIes that always
close on themselves.
The other category
can be called "object seeking" algorithms,
which
characterIstically
exploit
the
Internal regularIty (homogeneIty) of the
objects. As the name ImplIes, an object
seeking
algorithm
always
produces
well-defined samples
(and thus
closed
boundarIes
as well).
There are
two
opposite approaches to
object seeking,
which
We shalt
call conjunctive
and
disjunctive.
A conjunctive
algorithm
begins with a very fine partition and
simplifies It by
progressively merging
adjacent elements together that are found
to
be
similar according
to
certain
statistical criteria (Muerle, 1968), (Rodd,
1972). A disjunctive algorithm begIns with
a very simple partition and subdivides It
untIl each element satisfies a criterion of
homogeneity.
For example,
Robertson's
altorlthm (1973) Is based on the premise
that If a region contains a boundary,
spllttlng the
region arbltrarlly
wltl
usually
produce
two
subregions
with
signIficantly
different
statistical
characteristics.
We combined ROdd's
partitioning algorithm

(1972) conj unct Ive

with

a

minimum

2A-2

distance sample classifier

and observed an

Improvement In classIfication accuracy over
conventional no-memory classIfication, but

processIng time was Increased (Kettlg and
landgrebe, 1973).
GuPta and vilntz (1973)
added a test of second order statistics to
Rodd's first order
test, but obtained
essentlalty the same results as the/f'lrst
order test at greater cost In processing
time.
Robertson
(1973)
Implemented
a
disjunctive partitioning algorithm with the
same minimum
distance classifier.
He
obtained about the
same classification
accuracy

as

conventional

classifIcation with an order
Increase In processIng tIme.

of

no-memory
ma~nltude

The current Investigation Is devoted
to further development and testing of the
conjunct Ive

approach.

Major

changes

both the classifIcation and
strategies
have
resulted
Improvements

In

accur~cy,

In

partitioning
In
large

stab I J r ty,

and

speed.
III.

SAMPLE CLASS I FICATION

A typical scene consists primarily of
objects whose boundaries form a partition
of the SCene. Each object In the partItion
belongs to one of K classes. let Wt denote
the event that an object belongs to class
I.
In accordance
with our
previous
discussion, we
Ignore any
statistIcal
dependence

of

this

event

on

the

Size,

shape, and I oeat Ion of the obj ect.
Each
pIxel In an object Is a q-dlmenslonal

random variable, where q denotes the number

of spectral measurements Per
commonly

assumed

that

the

pixel.

It Is

q-varrate,

marginal,
probabll Ity density
function
(pdf) of a plxel,~, depends only on the
class of the object containing X. This Is
due to the homogeneity of the types of
objects typical I y encountered In remote
sensing applications.
p(lIIWr),
lI4:RQ,
denotes
this class-conditional
density
functIon for the Ilh class. Another common
assumption
Is that the classes can be
defined such that p(lIIWt) Is approximately
multi-varIate normal (MVN); I.e.

p<!.IW t ) " N<l!t·\h;lY
4 (I2tt£tl ~Xp(<!.-~)t£11(~-~i»)-~
for some q-dlmensional positiVe-definite,
covariance·
matrix £1 and some mean vector
q
.M;s. 4: R •
ParametrIc estimates of these
density
functIons
are
obtaIned
by
estimatIng Mi and £1 from sets (samples) of
traIning data supplied for each class.
Two

pixels

In ·snatlal

proximIty

to

one-another are unconditionally correlated,
with the degree of correlatIon decreasing
as the distance between them Increases.
~uch

of this correlation Is attributable to

the effect of dependent states dIscussed In
the prevIous sectIon, whIch Is. the effect
we wIsh to exploIt.
For sImplIcIty we
shall Ignore other sources of correlation.
Thus

we

assume

class-condItional

Independence (as does the compound decIsIon
approach) •
nq

of

If X=(X1, .. "Xu) Ii R
represents a set
pixels In some object, then thIs set

constitutes a "sample" from a population
characterized
by
one of
the
class-

condl tlonal pdf's. A sample ·classlfler Is
simply a strategy for deciding whIch one,
based on the n observations.
One popular
approach Is the "minimum distance (MO)
strategy" (Wacker and landgrebe, 1972), In
MD classificatIon, the n data vectors are
used to estImate the pdf of the population,
and the class Is chosen whose pdf Is
closest to this estimate as measured by

the IdealIzed condItions we have stated, It
Is the optImum strategy (for mInImum error
rate) when the a-prIori class probabilitIes
are equal. Al so, the Chernoff bound for Ml
no-memorY classificatIon
(n=l) can
be
extended to provide an error bound for 'll
sample classifIcation that Is a sum of
exponentially decreasIng functIons of th~
sample
size.
Experimentally
the
tw6
strategies appear about equal In
accuracy, with the ML strategy

having a slIght advantage.
As a matter of theoretIcal Interest,
it can be shown that use of the Ml strategy
gives
the
same
results
(with
less
computation) as an MD strategy using one of

the Kullback-lelbler numbers, If 1£1 > o.
(If ICI
0, the K-l number Is undefined,
but the Ml strategy Is still valid.)

some
appropriately
defined
"distance
measure ll on the set of densIty functions.
A
popufar
distance
measure
Is
the

Bhattacharyya

distance,

whIch

for

N(!11,!j ;1\) and N(M, £;1\) Is given by:

A drawback

of the MD

approach Is

fatls for small", because
estimate becomes meaningless.

preference

Our

Is

the

tha t I t
densIty

the

maximum

class I If
In p(XIW 1)

=

m~x

In p(XIW j

IV.

IMAGE PARTITIONING

The basic
approach that
we have
adopted (due to Rodd, 1972) consists of two
"levels" of tests.
InitIally the pIxels
are divIded, by a (hypothetIcal) grid, Into
small groups of four (for example). At the
fIrst level of testing, each group becomes
a unIt called a "cell", provided that It
satisfIes a relatively. mild criterion of
homogeneIty,
Those
groups
that
are
rejected are assumed to. overlap a boundary

and their Individual

1 I ke 1 I hood (Ml) strategY which assigns X to
)

J

Due to the assumption of class-conditional
quantIties can
be
independence, these
computed as:
(2)

terms of
possibly

pixels are classified

by the no-memory method.
These groups are
referred to as "slngular" cells.
At this

level It Is usually desIrable to maintaIn a
fairly low rejection rate to reflect the
relatively high a-priorI probability of a
group being homogeneous. The goal at thIs
level Is essentially the same as the goal
of
the
boundary
seeking
techniques
mentIoned

previously;

I.e. to

detect

as

many pIxels as possible that lie along
boundarIes wIthout requIring that the ones
detected form
connected.

At

the

closed contours

second level,

an

or even

be

IndIvIdual

cell Is compared to an adjacent 'Ifield",
which Is simply a group of one or more
connected cells that have previously been

merged.
If
the two
samples
appear
statistically similar by some appropriate
criterion,

s
-2

-

-

n(£

+! If>

constants

have

they

too

are

merged.

to another
new field

itself.

"annexlng"

By

successively

adjacent cells, each field expands untIl It
reaches Its natural boundaries, where the

Formula (2) Is l!ll.IJ:.h faster to compute that
formula (1) for each (~1'~2) paIr, once the
non-data-dependent

then

Otherwise the cell Is compared
adjacent field or becomes a

been

InItialized.
Thus the
Ml strategy Is
computatIonally
efficient.
Another
Important property Is that It does ~ fall
for small n. On theoret leal grounds, for
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rej ect ton rate abrupt 1 y

1 ncreases, thereby

haltIng further expansion.
The field Is
then classified by a sample classIfIer, and
the classifIcation Is assigned to all Its
pIxels.
This
advantage

app roach

that

It

has

can

the
be

Important
Impl emented

IIsequentlallyll;

I.e.

raw

data

need

C • symmetrIc and}
poSitIve-defInite

be

accessed only once and In the same order
that It Is stored
on tape.
This Is
Important
for pract Ical,
rather
than
theoretIcal,
consIderatIons.
The
flow
chart In FIgure 1 Indicates how It can be
done. In thIs chart, the top of the scene
Is referred to as north, and the general
processing sequence Is from north to south.

Anderson (1958) shows that:
(3l

I

where

(1~1/I.!!llN/2

Many modifications to the basIc flow
chart are, of course, possible. One of the
modifications we use Involves comparing a
cell to as many as three different fIelds

(4l

(I~x/n I n I~lmlm / I~/N I
N

N, %

(5 l

n + m

=

at once (seekt ng the best IImatch"), Instead

of one-at-a-tlme.
ANNEXATION CRITERION
Let

X

pixels In a
which have

=

<'xl, ••• ,'xn)

represent

the

group of one or more cells
been merged
by successive
annexatIons. Let Y = Cl.l" ••• ,Yu.) represent
the pIxels In an adjacent, non-singular
cell. Since both X and Y have satIsfIed
certaIn criteria of homogeneity, we assume
that
each Is
a sample
from a
MVN
populatIon.
Let f and g represent the
corresponding density functions.
It Is
desired to test the (null) hypothesis that
f = g.
This Is a composIte hypothesis,
sInce It does not specify f and g.
The
"11 kell hood
rat 10 procedure"
(Lehmann,
1959) provides an effective statistic for
testing this hypothesis.
Van Trees (1968)
refers to It as the "generalIzed likelihood
ratto".

(In order

fj = ~" +

Ho(x,y) = {P(X,yjf,g): gaf, fen}

= p(xjf)
•

m

1=1

I-I

(71' fC.lH»( 71' g(l(i»

The generalIzed
by:

lIkelIhood ratIo

sup Ho(X,Y)
A=

For

an

fEn

"unsupervl sed"

=

~"

=

.!!y

= ~ (Ii

~

=

(nK + mYl/N

Ln

1=1

(lli -Ml (lli -Ml

t

=

I-

-Ml (11 -Ml t
=

~x + ~y

A

A

+

n (:X-Ml (:X-Ml t

A

+

m(X-Ml (i-Ml

-x

=

-y

+ lIlll (:X-Xl

N

Anderson

also

approach

(:x -:y l

the

suggests

t

t

followIng

IOOdlflcatlon:

A·

A'l A'2

'

where AI and A2 are obta Ined from Al and A2
by replacIng the number of pIxels In each
sample by the number of degrees of freedom;
I

by n-l, m by m-l,

and N by

N-2 In formulas (4l and (5l. In eIther
case, the statIstIcs are InvarIant wIth
respect to a lInear transformatIon on the
data vectors.
It follows
that theIr
dIstrIbutIons under the null hypothesIs are
Independent of .the actual MVN population
from whIch the samples are drawn.
we

can

construct

a

signIfIcance test of the null hypothesIs.
J\:l and Jt:.2
are Independent under the null
hypothesIs
(Anderson,
1958l,
so
the

max p(Xjf) max p(Ylg)
fEn
gen

partItIonIng we take n to
set of functIons of ~tlRq:

11

Therefore

maX p(Xjf) p(Ylf)
=

sup HI (X, Y)

Is gIven

> q < m.l

!': y

l,e. replace n

p(yjg)

n

need n

gcn}

where p(x,yjf,g) Is the condItIonal JoInt
densIty of X and Y evaluated at xeRnq and
ytlRmq, and n Is a set of MVN densIty
functIons.
The assumptIon
of
classcondItIonal Independence enables
us to
express the Joint density of pIxels as the
product of thel r margInal densitIes. Thus:
p(x,yjf,g)

non-sIngular matrIces

1, we

m

Let

HI(x,y) "{P(X,yjf,g): fen,

to assure

wIth probabilIty
(Anderson, 1958l

procedure

to

be the followIng

2A-4

We

use· t s

to. test

~l

at

SignIfIcance level al and .11.2 at level a2'
and reject the null hypothesIs If eIther
test produces a rejectIon.
(Cooley apd
Lohnes (1971l gIve transformatIons of Al

and ~2 wIth F-dlstrlbutlons under the null
hypothesIs.)
The overall
sIgnIfIcance
level
Is
then: a
=
1-(l-al)(1-a2)'
EssentIally, ~2 tests the hypothesis of
equal

covariance

statistics), and
of
equal
mean
stat I st Ics).

matrIces

~1

<second

unknown under eIther hypothesi s, because It
depends on the true classes of X and Y.
But In return we gain a statistic which
shaul d be more "sens I t 1veil

tests the hypothesis
vectors
(first-order

These multivariate (MV) tests have the
same weakness as

tvlD classificatIon, namely

the problem of estlmatlns a MVN density
from a relatively small sample (sometimes
known as the "dimensionality" problem).
This led to the constraint
m > q, a
condItion which Is often not met.
Even
when the condition Is met, poor estimates
can

result,

leading to

T

errors~

decisIon

One approach to this problem Is to reduce q
by deleting features.
It Is well-known,
for example, that a subset of features used
to train a classifier from small training
samples

can

sometImes

produce

decision

on

approach

Is

the q,

to

better

base

unIvariate,

=

t

~

0

In other
words, we
reject the
null
hypothesIs If I\. < T or equIvalently
-log I\. > t.
OtherwIse
we accept It.
ExperImentally we Investigate the effect of
dIfferent values of t on performance.

classification results than the full set.
With this approach, however, one Is faced
with the problem of choosing the subset.
Another

to the presence

or absence of a boundary.
This should
produce better performance and make the
specificatIon of a decIsion threshold less
crItIcal.
In fact,
the
experlment,1
results Indicate that the threshold need
not be a functIon of n, the current sIze of
sample X, In order to obtaIn good results.
Furthermore, the resul ts tend to be fa I rl y
stable over several orders of magnItude of
threshold variatIon. Thus we wIll find It
convenJent
to represent
the
decision
threshold as

order

CELL SELECTION CRITERION

the
"Cell selection" refers to the level-l

marginal

test whIch Is used to detect cells that
overlap boundarIes. Such cells frequently
exh I bIt abnorma 11 y 1 a rge va r lances. Thus,
In the unsupervIsed mode, we say that a
cell Is singular If the ratIo of the square
root of the sample varIance to the sample
mean falls above some threshold, c, In any
channe I •

distributions; I.e. simply consider the
data In one spectral channel at' a tIme.
ThIs
has
been
termed
a
"multiple
univariate"
(MUV) approach.
In
each
channel we test the univariate hypothesIs
that the means and varIances of the two
samples are equal.
Since the boundaries
may be strong In some spectral channels and
wea kin
ot he rs, we
accept the
null
hypothesis
only
If
the
univariate
hypothesis Is accepted In £ll q channels.
Besides
avoiding
the
dimensionality
problem, the MUV procedure requires less
computation
and
simpler
distribution
theory. However, It must be pointed out
that In situations where class separability
Is primarily a multivariate effect, the MV

In the supervIsed mode we call a cell
singular If Qj(Y) > c, where:

where j I s such that

procedure may be more advantageous.
For

a

"supervIsed"

part Itlonlng we take

n

approach

to

In p(Y!W j

to be:

~(AIWt): I=l, ... ,K}

n=

This greatly simplifIes each hypothesis,
but
paradoxically the
resul tant
test
criterion Is much more complicated:

A

=

max p(XIW t

p(YIW t

)

I

max p(XIW t )
I

m~x

J

)

(6)

p(YIW j )

ThIs Is a multivarIate statistIc without
the constraint m> q that was necessary In
the unsupervis,ed mode' • . However the maxima

In formula (6) cannot be expressed In a
sImple analytic form as In (3).
They can
only be obtained by exhaustive search.
Furthermore, the distrIbutIon of (6) Is

2A-S

) •

max In p(Y!W t ) • max -\(In!2nft!+ Qt(Y»
t

t

The decIsIon
rule Is
to accept
the
hypothesIs that Y Is homogeneous If Qj{Yl <
c, where c Is a prespeclfled threshold.
OtherwIse the hypothesis Is rejected. ThIs
crIterion has the partIcular advantage that
It tends to reject not only Inhomogeneous
cells, but "unrecognlzable"

cells as well.

(UnrecognIzable cells
are those
which
represent
spectral
classes
that
the
classifIer
has
not been
traIned
to
recognIze.)
Another advantage
of thIs
crIterIon
Is
that Its
use
of
the
log-lIkelihood functIon makes It especially
compatIble wlt~ the supervIsed annexatIon
criterIon and the ~IL sample classifier.
As a fInal note, the dIstribution
funct Ion P(Qj{Yl > c!Wjl Is chi-squared
with mq degrees of freedom. ThIs can be

Used

to

provide

Initial

guidance

in

V.

spatIal

InformatIon, which accounts for Its

Improvement over cell selection alone, and
14 does consistently better than 13 because
It uses more of the available Information
In the partitioning phase.

chaos t ng c.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Two aircraft and two LANDSAT-1 data
sets, for which large amounts of training
and
test
data
are
available,
were
classified by the following six methods:
1. Conventional ML No-Memory Classification
(Ph 111 Ips, 1973)
2. Supervised Cell Selection only (t=O); ~IL
Sample Classification
3. Optimum MUV Unsupervised Partitioning;
ML Sample Classification
4. Supervised Partitioning (t=4); ML Sample
CIa s s if lea tI on
5. ML Sample Classification of Test Areas
Only
6. MD (Bhattacharyya) Sample Classification
of Test Areas OnlY (Phillips, 1973)
The cell size for '2-#4 was fixed at 2 x 2
pixels, which Is the minimum allowed In the
unsupervised mode.
A qualitative assessment
of
the
results Is provided by Figures 2 and 3.
Figure 2 (left) shows a section of aircraft
data that has been classified by method II.
Each class has been assigned a gray level,
and each pixel has been displayed as the
gray level assigned to Its classification.
A great deal of "classification noise" is
readl1 y apparent.
In contrast to this,
Figure 2 (right) shows the same section as
classified by method #4. The random errors
have, for the most part, been eliminated.
This map Is much closer to the desired

"type-map ll form of output that Is generally

'5

and'6

performance,

usually

provide the

best

are given

"pre

because they

a-prIori Information to begin with.
One
reason for Including them
here is to
determine If either provides a distinct
advantage over the other. On 3 of the 4
data
sets, maximum
likelihood
sample
classification achIeved lower error rates
than the minimum Bhattacharyya distance
strategy.
The differences
are
small
however. This justifies our use of the .IL
strategy In 12-'4.
Another reason for
Including them Is that the performance of
IS prov Ides a "goa 1" (but
not a bound) for
the performance of #3 and #4; I.e. the
nearness of the performance to this goal is
an Indication of the effectiveness of the
partitioning process alone.

Although '3 appears to be fairly close
to 14 In general It must be pointed out
that the "optimum" combination of a1 and a2
which achieves this performance Is somewhat
unpredictable at this time.
All that we
can

say of

a genera 1

nature

Is that

al

tends to be effective at about .005 and a2
at a smaller value such as .001 or O.
The results
however, are

for the

much more

supervised mode,
stable.

Figure

5

shows only the results for t=4, which are
not always the optimum results, but they
are within 1% of the optimum In all 4
cases. Figure 5 shows a typical example of
the effect of t on classificatIon error
rate.

desired.

The results
are not
a sensitive
function of the Level-l threshold, c. The
values c=.25 (unsupervised mode) and c=15q
(supervised mode, 3 ~ q ~ 6) usual)y
provided the desired effect.

Figure 3 shows the centers of these
two maps In greater detail. Each class Is
represented by an assigned symbol and each
symbol represents one pi xel.
The four
rectangular areas are test areas desIgnated

as wooded pasture (displayed as a blank).
The diversity of symbols In the test areas
testifies
to
the Inadequacy
of
the
no-memory method
for classifying
this
section, whereas most of the confusion Is
avoided by the ECHO technique.

The main advantage of the unsupervised
mode
appears
to
be
speed,
when
classification complexity
Is reasonably
high, This Is because the time saved by
classifying pixels collectively can more
than compensate for the time required to
partition.
For
a LANDSAT-l
data set
classified with 4 channels and 14 spectral
classes, processor 13 required 22% less CPU
time than II, In spite of the fact that the
classification subroutine in II Is coded In
assembler language for peak efficiency.
(It has been estimated that this Increases
Its efficiency by about 50%.) '3 and 14
are just developmental versions coded In
FORTRAN. But for an aircraft data set with
6 channel sand 17 spectral classes, '4
required 26% less time and'3 requrred 56%
less time than

The estimated probability of error for
each method gives an Important quantitlve
measure of performance. It Is obtained as
the ratio of the number of mlsclasslfled
pixels in the test areas to the total
number of pixels In the test areas. Figure
4 shows results obtained for each of the
four data sets. The results are about what
one would expect. Method '1 consistently
has the highest error rate because of Its
lack of use of spatial dependence. '2 uses
some spatial Information and consistently
does somewhat better than 11. 13 uses more

'I.
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and D.A.landgrebe,

Kettlg,R.L.

VI •

Cone I us Ion

We have successfullY exploited the
redundancy of states that Is characteristic
of sampled Imagery of ground scenes to
achieve

better

accuracy

and

reduce

the

number of actual classifications required.
The only trainIng used Is the same as that
required

by

a

conventional

maximum

likelIhood,
no-memory classIfIer,
I.e.
estImates
of
the
class-condItIonal,
margInal densIties for a sIngle pIxel.
Thus we have not relIed on specIfIc spatial
features,

textural

Information

(class-

conditIonal spatIal correlatIon), or on the
contextual
InformatIon assocIated
wIth
spatIal relatIonships of objects.
VI I.
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Figure 1

Basic Flow Chart for a TWo-Level, Conjunctive, Partitioning Algorithm
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Figure 2 Gray-Scale-Coded Classification Maps Produced by
No-Memory Classifier (left) and Sample Classifier (right)
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Lo gog rarmlatlc Classificat i on Maps Produced by
No-IA.emo ry Classifier (left) and Sample Cl assifier (ri 3h t)
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2

Classification Performance of Six Different Methods
Applied to Four Different Data Sets
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